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ABSTRACT
Pattern classification is one of the popular applications of neural
networks. However, training the neural networks is the most essen-
tial phase. Traditional training algorithms (e.g. Back-propagation
algorithm) have some drawbacks such as falling into the local min-
ima and slow convergence rate. Therefore, optimization algorithms
are employed to overcome these issues. Salp Swarm Algorithm
(SSA) is a recent and novel nature-inspired optimization algorithm
that proved a good performance in solving many optimization prob-
lems. This paper proposes the use of SSA to optimize the weights
coefficients for the neural networks in order to perform pattern
classification. The merits of the proposed method are validated
using a set of well-known classification problems and compared
against rival optimization algorithms. The obtained results show
that the proposed method performs better than or on par with other
methods in terms of classification accuracy and sum squared errors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Neural Networks (NN) are simplified mathematical approximation
of biological neural system in terms of structure and function. NN
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can perform variety of functions such as identification of objects
and patterns (i.e., pattern classification), making decisions based on
prior experiences and knowledge and prediction of future events
based on past experience [8]. The learning process (i.e., the training)
of NN is the most important aspect, where the neurons connec-
tions weights are tuned based on a training algorithm in order to
minimize the error between the actual and the desired outputs [25].
Gradient Descent (GD) paradigm has been widely used to tune
the weights coefficients (i.e. train) of NN. Back-propagation (BP)
Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithms are a popular examples of
GD techniques. GD techniques in general, computes the derivatives
of the error function (e.g. mean square error, sum squared error,
etc.) to tune the neurons weights. However, GD techniques suffer
from the slow convergence rate, instability and the possibility of
falling into local minima [13, 22, 26].
Heuristic search paradigm, that aim to provide a sufficiently good
solution to an optimization problem in a reasonable time, is con-
sidered as an alternative to GD in adjusting the NN weights. In
literature, metaheuristic (MH) algorithms -a higher level heuristic-
proved their ability to solve several optimization problems like
feature selection [16, 18, 19], function optimization [24] training
artificial NN [2, 4] and spiking neural networks [3].
MH algorithms can be classified into two main families; single
solution based (S-Metaheuristic) algorithms, that use to manipulate
one solution during the optimization process, and population based
(P-Metaheuristic) algorithms, that manipulate a pool of solutions
(called population) during the optimization process [28].
The strength or the potential of P-Metaheuristic algorithms resides
in searching various and multiple zones of the solution space for
the same problem simultaneously via a set of individuals (solu-
tions). These characteristics of the P-Metaheuristic matches the
nature of the search space of NN weights which is high dimen-
sional, multimodal and probable to be corrupted or to have missing
data [4]. According to Mirjalili et al. [21], the stochastic nature
of P-Metaheuristic algorithms allows them to avoid local minima
and converge to the global minima faster than GD techniques in
optimizing the weight coefficients of NN.
In literature, several P-Metaheuristic algorithms have been pro-
posed to optimize the weights coefficients of NN. Those methods
were used to overcome the drawbacks of GD techniques. However,
the effectiveness of P-Metaheuristic algorithms rely on algorithm
settings and problem characteristics [4]. Furthermore, several of
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these training algorithms were validated using low dimension prob-
lems such as datasets with relatively small number of features and
patterns (e.g. Iris datasets) or logical operations (e.g. AND, OR,
and XOR problems). Consequently, most of them were unable to
generalize their superiority against others [13].
Abusnaina and Abdullah [1] proposed the use of Mussels Wan-
dering Optimization (MWO) algorithm to reduce the processing
training time with acceptable accuracy. An enhanced version of
MWO algorithm to self-adapt the MWO parameters in order to
improve the accuracy of NN proposed in [2, 4]. The use of MWO
algorithm and its variants has been proposed to adjust the NN
connections weights while the NN structure is fixed. The Flower
Pollination Algorithm (FPA) has been also proposed to tune the NN
parameters [25].
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) proposed by Dorsey et al. [10] opti-
mize the connection weights of NN, but a simple logical operation
were used for validation. Schiffmann et al. [23] proposed the use
of GA to optimize the NN structure with fixed connection weights.
Other P-Metaheuristic algorithms that have been used to optimize
the NN connections weights, the NN structure or both include, Evo-
lutionary Strategies (ES) [30], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [6] [12],
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [27], Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) [9] and the Harmony Search (HS) algorithm [13] [14].
Salp SwarmAlgorithm (SSA) is a recent and novel P-Metaheuristic
optimization algorithm proposed by Mirjalili et al. [20]. SSA is
mainly inspired from the swarming and navigation behavior of
salps in oceans. SSA has been applied for solving a large set of
mathematical optimization problems. Moreover, the Multi-objective
version of SSA was adapted to solve many challenging engineering
design problems [20]. The SSA has also proven its high performance
in feature selection problems in comparison to other algorithms
such as PSO and DE [11]. A chaotic version of SSA was also applied
to tackle the feature selection and proved a good performance [5].
This paper proposes using the SSA algorithm for training NN for
the first time in literature. NN is used here to perform pattern clas-
sification. A set of well-known health datasets were used to assess
the performance of the proposed approach. The selection of those
datasets is due to their diversity, variety and high dimensionality.
The reported results demonstrates that the SSA algorithm is a com-
petitive alternative to the existing rival optimization algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the fundamentals of SSA algorithm. Section 3 demonstrates the
proposed method and its application for NN training problem. The
experimental setup and results are discussed in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the findings of this paper.
2 SALP SWARM ALGORITHM
Salp Swarm Algorithm (SSA) is a swarm based metaheuristic algo-
rithm that was recently proposed by Mirjalili et al. [20]. SSAmimics
the swarming behavior of salps in oceans especially the navigation
and searching for food sources. SSA is a stochastic algorithm that
starts the optimization process by creating a set of initial random
solutions to initiate the initial population, and then improve these
solutions over the time in two phases; exploration (diversification)
and exploitation (intensification). In exploration, the search space
is explored to discover the promising regions, while in exploitation
the neighborhood of specific solutions are to be searched hoping
to find better solutions than the current ones.
Nature inspired algorithms are very popular techniques because of
their ability to avoid the local optimum, their performance in find-
ing a better solution for real world problems, and their flexibility as
well as their simplicity [17].This is because they are inspired from
real world behaviors, such as swarms, human, physics, etc.
SSA is the first algorithm tomimic the behavior of Salps in nature.
The salps are creatures living in seas and oceans. They are similar to
Jellyfishes in their tissues and movement towards the food sources
[15]. Salps are usually found in groups (Swarms) called Salp chains;
each salp chain contains a leader and a set of followers as shown
in Fig 1.
Figure 1: a Single Salp (at left) and a Salp chain (at right) [20],
modified.
The mathematical model of swarming behavior proposed by [20]
divides the salp chain in two groups: the leader and the followers.
The first salp in the chain is denoted as the leader while the other
salps are considered the followers.Accordingly, in the salp chain,
the followers follow each other and the task of the leader is to lead
the chain.
In SSA, the population represents the salp chain and each solution
in the population represent the position of a salp in the chain. Each
solution has n-dimensions, where n is the number of problems vari-
ables. Thus, two-dimensional matrix is used to store the positions
of all salps. The best solution in the population is denoted as the
food source or target and called F.
In the optimization process, each solution is updated depending
on its role in the salp chain. The following equations are used to
update the positions of slaps (leader and followers). For the position
of the leader, the following equation (Eq. 1) is used:
x1j =
{
Fj + c1
( (
ubj − lbj
)
c2 + lbj
)
c3 ≥ 0
Fj − c1
( (
ubj − lbj
)
c2 + lbj
)
c3 < 0
(1)
where x1j represents the position of the leader’s j
th dimension.
Fj represents the best solution (i.e., food source) in the is the jth ,
ubj and lbj are the upper and lower bounds in the jth dimension
respectively. Variables c1, c2 and c3 are random numbers. c1 plays a
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vital role in the performance of SSA, since it is the only parameter
that controls the balance between exploration and exploitation. As
can be seen in Eq. 2, c1 is a time varying parameter (depends on the
iteration number) that allows high exploration rates at the early
stages of the optimization process, while high exploitation rates
are allowed in the last stages.
c1 = 2e−(
4l
L )2 (2)
where l and L are the current iteration and the maximum number
of iterations respectively. c2 and c3 are uniform random numbers
generated in the period [0, 1]. These variables indicate whether the
next position in the jth dimension will be moved towards the +∞
or −∞ in addition to the step size.
Newton’s law of motion (Eq.3), was used to simulate updating the
positions of the followers.
x ij =
1
2
(
x ij + x
i−1
j
)
(3)
where i ≥ 2 and x ij depicts the position of the ith follower at the
jth dimension.
In SSA, the leader salp moves towards the food source, whereas the
followers move towards the leader. The food source position can
be changed during the process and then the leader will continue
moving towards the new food source position. The steps of this
optimization algorithm and its pseudocode are shown in Algorithm
1 below.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the SSA algorithm
Generate an initial population of salps randomly xi (i =
1, 2, . . . ,n) considering ub and lb
while Not satisfying a stopping condition do
Evaluate each salp in the population using the fitness function
Denote the best salp as F
Update c1 by Eq. 2
for (each salp (xi ) in the population) do
if leader then
Update the position by Eq. 1
else
Update the position by Eq. 3
Amend the salps based on the upper and lower bounds of
variables
update F
Return F
The main structure of SSA is represented in Algorithm 1. As
for any P- Metaheuristic, SSA starts the optimization process by
generating a set of solutions (salps) randomly to establish the initial
population. Each solution in the population is then evaluated using a
fitness function and the best solution in the population is denoted as
the leader (F ). The value of c1 is then updated using Eq. 2 to control
the balance between exploration and exploitation. The position of
each salp is then updated according to its role in the chain (i.e., the
leader’s position is updated using Eq. 1) and the followers’ position
are updated using Eq.3. This process is repeated for a predefined
number of iterations.
3 THE PROPOSED METHOD
This paper proposes an approach to adjust and train the neuron
weights (including biases) of NN using SSA algorithm. Experimen-
tally, this approach is validated using health datasets as illustrated in
Figure 2. The SSA algorithm is repeatedly applied until the training
termination condition of the NN is met.
An artificial neural networks is composed of three layers, namely,
input, hidden and output layers. Each layer contains a number of
neurons, which obtain their inputs from previous neurons-layer
and forward the output to their following neurons-layer as depicted
in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Feed-Forward Neural Networks.
Each NN is represented by a vector, which forms the complete
set of NN structure with their corresponding weights and biases as
described in Eq. 4.
si = ®wi = [WXx−Hh ,Bh ,WHh−Yy ,By ] (4)
where si is an individual salp in the population of salps,WXx−Hh
is the weight of input neuron x to hidden neuron h, Bh is the bias
value of hidden neuron h,WHh−Yy represents the weight of hidden
neuron h to output neuron y, and By is the bias value of output
neuron y.
Each individual in the population (i.e., a salp being a leader or a
follower) represents a neural network. The sum squared of errors
(SSE) is the objective function to be evaluated. The SSE is illus-
trated in Eq. 5, which should be minimized as a result of the SSA
optimization algorithm.
f (si ) = SSE =
P∑
p=1
Y∑
y=1
(
D
y
p −Ayp
)2
(5)
where f (si ) is the fitness value of an individual salp si . P represents
the number of patterns in the classification problem. Y is the num-
ber of output neurons at the output layer. Dyp is the desired yth
output of pth pattern andAyp is the actualyth output of pth pattern.
4 DATASETS, SETTINGS AND RESULTS
The merits of the SSA are validated using five benchmark classi-
fication datasets related to health data. The choice of testing this
approach based on health datasets is derived from the importance of
health-related data and the complexity of the nature in this domain
features. The diversity, variety and the high number of features are
common characteristics of health data. Moreover, using datasets
with many features may provide little or redundant information,
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Figure 2: Basic diagram of the proposed method.
which may lead to slow down or to produce an inaccurate classifier
[29].
In this research, the datasets are obtained from UCI Machine
Learning Repository [7]. The selected datasets are Haberman, Wis-
consin Breast Cancer, Diabetes, Thyroid and Liver. The specifica-
tions of each dataset are demonstrated in Table 1 and the description
of each dataset is as follows:
• Haberman: this dataset contains cases (i.e., survived or died)
from a study that was conducted during 12 years at the
University of Chicago’s Billings Hospital on the survival of
patients who had undergone surgery for breast cancer.
• Diabetes: The Diabetes dataset was produced by National
Institute of Diabetes, Digestive and Kidney Diseases (USA).
The classification problem of Diabetes diagnostic is whether
the females confirm positive or negative signs of diabetes (Di-
abetic, not Diabetic) according toWorld Health Organization
criteria.
• Cancer: The Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset contains med-
ical records for cancer cases, where these patterns belong
to two types (Benign, Malignant). The dataset was obtained
from the University of Wisconsin Hospitals.
• Thyroid: Thyroid dataset contains biological records for dif-
ferent people. The dataset contains instances belong to three
classes of whether the people are normal or they have thy-
roid problems (Normal, Sub-function, Hyper-function).
• Liver: The Liver dataset created by BUPA Medical Research
Ltd., which contains a set of blood tests for people who
suffers from excessive alcohol consumption.
Table 1: Datasets Specifications.
Dataset No. of Patterns NN Structure Dimension
Haberman 306 3-4-2 26
Liver 345 6-5-2 48
Diabetes 768 8-7-2 79
Cancer 683 9-8-2 98
Thyroid 7,200 21-15-3 378
Each dataset is partitioned into two parts 80% of patterns for
training and the rest of 20% for testing. Each experimental session
was conducted 20 times. Two criteria are used for evaluation; clas-
sification accuracy and the sum of squared error (SSE). The mean
value and the best-out of 20 runs are reported as described in Eq. 6,
Eq. 7 and Eq. 8.
Acc . =
NCCP
P
∗ 100% (6)
mean of Acc . =
1
R
R∑
r=1
Accr (7)
best Acc . = max{Acc1,Acc2, ...,AccR } (8)
whereAcc .: is Classification accuracy,NCCP : is number of correctly
classified patterns, P : is total number of patterns, and R: is number
of runs.
The reported results of SSA are compared against other recent and
rival P-Metahurestic algorithms; specifically, MWO, HS, FPA, and
GA which taken from [25] and [4]. The SSA parameters are set
as follows, maximum number of iterations is set to 1500, number
of salps (population size) N=50; whereas half of the population
individuals are leaders while the remaining are followers.
The classification accuracy of NN trained by different P-Metaheuristic
algorithms are shown in Table 2. Results show that SSA is compet-
itive to rival algorithms. The SSA algorithm achieves the highest
best accuracy in 3 datasets out of 5. In addition, the SSA records
the highest mean accuracy to classify Thyroid dataset, which it is
the most difficult to classify because of its complexity and large di-
mensional space. Furthermore, the SSA algorithm is ranked second
mean accuracy in 3 datasets.
Whilst the solution space is medium or small (in a relative to
Thyroid problem), the SSA fail to record the highest mean accuracy.
The results declare that the SSA seems to be more intensive to
the best solutions (the group of leaders in the population) than to
be exploitative to new solutions. Nevertheless, the merits of the
SSA needs more investigations and more experiments should be
conducted which left as future works.
Table 3 presents the SSE values of NN trained by SSA and other
algorithms. The NN trained by SSA algorithm achieves the lowest
mean SSE in 2 out of 5 datasets (i.e. Haberman and Thyroid prob-
lems), which are considered the difficult to classify. In addition, the
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Table 2: Classification accuracy of NN trained by SSA algo-
rithm and others for different datasets.
Dataset MWO GA HS FPA SSA
Haberman Best 79.03 77.42 75.8 77.4 79.03Mean 77.1 74.11 69.3 71.7 74.8
Cancer Best 98.54 99.29 99.29 98.5 97.8Mean 96.72 97.46 98.4 96.9 96.7
Diabetes Best 78.57 79.22 78.5 81.1 79.8Mean 75.1 73.89 75.2 75.5 75.8
Thyroid Best 92.57 92.57 92.6 92.5 94.86Mean 92.55 92.57 92.5 92.5 93.06
Liver Best - - - 72.4 73.9Mean - - - 67.9 63.84
NN trained by SSA algorithm ranked the second.
Despite obtaining the lowest SSE value using SSA for classifying
the Haberman, NN trained by SSA fails to gain the highest accuracy.
This could be explained by the fact of over training, when the NN
loss its generality to classify new patterns (testing patterns) and
becomes more dedicated for the training set of patterns.
Table 3: SSE values of NN trained by SSA algorithm and oth-
ers for different datasets.
Dataset MWO GA HS FPA SSA
Haberman Best 356.9 456 400.8 425.3 356.4Mean 352.4 511.2 384.1 417.2 346.0
Cancer Best 146.5 128.0 97.5 79.7 102.5Mean 134.1 176.5 98.2 71.9 82.4
Diabetes Best 806.8 992.0 2489.0 718.0 760.7Mean 832.0 1025.4 11308.0 724.5 758.7
Thyroid Best 3237.1 3416.0 3225.6 3245.5 2024.8Mean 3257.7 3416.0 3244.6 3219.4 2741.0
Liver Best - - - 376.1 418.8Mean - - - 389.7 430.8
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an approach to adjust the parameters of NN con-
nections weights using SSA algorithm was proposed. The results
showed that SSA algorithm has been successfully applied to train
neural networks. The results showed that there is no superior-
ity of one algorithm over another, however, results of the SSA is
competitive alternative to other P-Metahuerstic algorithms. The
performance of SSA is acceptable and has promising results which
nominate it for other optimization applications such as timetabling.
Training theNNusing the SSA for classifyingmany other datasets
is an going research. Future work includes further analysis for
the SSA algorithm and proposing an enhanced version of SSA
to overcome its shortcoming, e.g. high pressure on intensifica-
tion/exploitation phase rather diversification/exploration phase.
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